
Gimme Shelter Eighteenth Annual Kayak Gathering: GSXVIII
As a participant of the Gimme Shelter EighteenthAnnual Kayakfishing Tournament, I hereby agree to release and discharge the organizers, sponsors,

volunteers and other participants on behalf of myself, my spouse, my children, my heirs, assigns, personal representative and estate as follows:
1. I acknowledge that kayak fishing entails known and unanticipated risks which could result in physical or emotional injury, paralysis, death or

damage to myself, to property, or to third parties. I understand that such risks simply cannot be eliminated without jeopardizing the
essential qualities of the activity. The risks include, among other things: tidal conditions and currents, travel to remote areas, collisions with
objects or watercraft, prolonged exposure to cold water, hypothermia, accidental drowning, mental anguish or trauma, illness in remote
areas, exposure to back injuries, slips and falls, and rapidly changing adverse weather and water conditions.

2. I expressly agree to promise to accept and assume all of the risks existing in this activity. My participation in this is purely voluntary, and I
elect to participate in spite of the risks.

3. I hereby voluntarily release, forever discharge, and agree to indemnify and hold harmless the organizers, sponsors, volunteers and other
participants of this event from any and all claims, demands, or causes of action, which are in any way connected with my participation in
this activity, including any such claims which allege negligent acts or omissions of the organizers.

4. By signing this entry form, I acknowledge I have had sufficient opportunity to read this entire document. I have read and understand it, and
I agree to be bound by its terms.

Gimme Shelter Eighteenth Annual Kayakfishing Tournament
Saturday, May 11th, 2024

Participant package - $35 - includes entry in tournament, t-shirt and B2Squid tackle
Send completed registration form, qualification sheet and gear order if desired to

Eric Stockwell
PO Box 432

Loleta, CA 95551
Registration MUST BE RECEIVED by 4/20/24

NO REFUNDS AFTER APRIL 20th, 2024

Signature________________________________________ Date_____________________

Full Name_________________________________________ SHIRT SIZE___________***

NCKA Name (membership required)__________________________________________

Address_________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Phone # (required)________________________________________________________

Email (required)__________________________________________________________

***A free t-shirt is included with your registration - color will be black with custom artwork
Additional t-shirt, sweatshirt and rashguard order form:

[ ] I’d like an additional GSXVIII black t-shirt for $22, size_________________ add $3 for XXL and up

[ ] I’d like a long sleeve black GSXVIII shirt for $28, size_________________ add $2 for XXL and up

[ ] I’d like a black GSXVIII hoodie for $55, size________________ add $5 for XXL and up

[ ] I’d like a GSXVIII long sleeve black rashguard for $33, size_______________ add $2 for XXL and up

[ ] I’d like a GSXVIII Gyotaku t-shirt for $20, size_______________ - purchase includes Gyotaku printing on Sunday

[ ] I’d like to sponsor a kid for Gyotaku Fish Printing for $20 - child accompanied by adult gets GSXVIII shirt and printing

[ ] I can’t attend, so I’ll pay shipping @ $10/item _______ Or, work out the NCKA Express - give my items to ____________


